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Abstract: According to reports of the European Transport Safety Council majority of accidents where car
crashes into an obstacle happens on urban and rural roads. The most dangerous obstacles are trees that were in the
times of low speed transport planted along the roads. Industrial revolution brought into urban and suburban areas
also infrastructure, beside others also public lighting which gave the possibility for safer life in sense of security but
also in sense of traffic. Lamps were put on columns and columns, fix obstacles along the roads, were accepted as
part of a regular life. Getting injured or killed hitting the lighting column was a part of an everyday life and victims
were accompanied with sorrow but also as inevitable. Every road accident was considered as the driver’s fault. The
technological development and the social awareness of the factors acting in road accidents developed in the last
decade presented to community different possibilities for saving lives. Today the civilized community does not
leave the driver that made a mistake to pay for it but tries to prevent the worst scenario. Passive safety and forgiving
roadside become trivial. Using passive safe infrastructure elements, beside others lighting columns, can bring a
huge benefit also to the local community. Are the local leaders aware of this fact? Will the notion “saving lives by
using passive safe infrastructure” remain just a nice talk or a true reality?
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1. INTRODUCTION
Safety of road traffic is an important issue. Not only because of social and moral aspect of people getting hurt
or killed but also because every live person is a contribution to the social wealth and economy growth. Between the
three basic components of the road traffic like vehicles, participants and roads, the last one is the most versatile when
talking about passive safety. One of the roads’ elements (beside the road design, surface, signalization …) is also the
road infrastructure of which a column for public lighting is probably the most dangerous element. (Prislan, 2012:1)

2. ROAD NETWORK & ACCIDENT STATISTICS
Mostly every national road network consists of different types of roads which can be generally classified into
highways, rural roads (classified as state, province or municipality roads) and urban roads. The general public
opinion is that most of the tragic accidents happen on highways but the statistics point out different view. According
to the ETSC 5th PIN Report it is obvious that more than 55% of all road deaths occur on the rural roads. (Jost,
ETSC 5th PIN Report, 2011:55)
Present road design result from many decades of construction and maintenance in times when safety issues
were not considered to the same extent. Today, road features on many roads no longer meet the latest safety
requirements. Moreover, traffic conditions may have changed since the road was designed and built. Knowledge
about safe design and effective risk management are not fully applied even in the best performing countries.
Against this background, the EU adopted Directive on road infrastructure safety management which comprises
the following instruments: road safety impact assessments, road safety audits, network safety management and
safety inspections. These procedures already exist and are applied to varying degrees in some Member States (Jost,
ETSC 5th PIN Report, 2011:59). For example the UK has a long experience with road safety audits. They have been
compulsory since 1991 for all new national roads and improvements on existing ones.
1 Prislan, Demeter, B. Sc. Ec., representative Safety Product, ICC DEMETER PRISLAN S.P., Dobravica 44, 1292 Ig, Slovenia, demeter.prislan@
siol.net
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Figure 1. Percentage share of road deaths per road type (2007-2009 average) ranked by the percentage share of road deaths
on a rural roads and motorways taken together

The statistics in UK relevant to passive safety demonstrate that there are more fatalities and seriously injured on
the rural and urban roads as on the highways. (Pledge, 2009:9)
Table 1. Single vehicle accidents on the rural and urban roads by the type of the object hit

Single vehicle accidents by object hit off carriageway: Urban and rural roads and severity: 2007
Lamp Posts
Road Type

Deaths

Motorways
Rural Roads
Urban Roads

2
15
35

Sign Posts or
traffic signals

Telegraph pole or
electricity pole

Trees

Seriously
Seriously
Seriously
Seriously
Deaths
Deaths
Deaths
Injured
Injured
Injured
Injured
13
58
207

1
23
16

10
89
78

0
7
8

0
77
59

11
165
45

34
554
206

As we can conclude from the above table the most dangerous object along the roadside is the tree immediately
followed by the lighting column (lamp post). But if we consider lamp posts, sign posts (the statistics is not defining
the type of such post but probably is a strong one if it causes deadly consequences) and telegraph poles as one big
family of dangerous vertical road infrastructure elements than the need for the use of passive safety measures is
extremely important.
Such statistics lead the UK experts years ago to bring up the initiative called The Passive Revolution Guidelines
for Specification and Use of Passively Safe Street Furniture for Rural and Urban roads which are not part oft he
trunk road system. (Pledge, 2009:1)
If we are tending to make roads safer beside other measures that are addressing the participants also by providing
passive safety as an extremely important issue we must think about how to protect columns beeing hit by vehicles
or how to diminish the consequences of such collisions. One idea would be to protect columns and by doing this,
protect participants, by installing guardrails. This idea fails if we think about the columns in urban areas. There is
usually not enough space for the installation and „fencing“ the city or village with guardrails (safety fence) would
never stand the esthetical evaluation of architects nor financial evaluation of economists. Another approach is to
make columns such that in case of hitting them participants do not get killed or seriously injured. In this case we
talk about passive safe columns.
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3. PASSIVE SAFE LIGHTING COLUMNS
All lighting columns need to meet the requirements of the European standard EN40. The EN 40 has 7 parts and
covers the requirements for lighting columns in steel, aluminium, polymer composites and concrete. The mentioned
standard also covers load testing, strength calculation and dimensions. Lighting columns are CE marked to EN 40.
If they are fulfilling the requirements of the EN 12767 (Passive Safety of Support Structures for Road Equipment)
they are also marked to be passive safe according to EN 12767 for a certain impact speed and occupants safety. It
means that passively safe lighting columns are now all CE approved to EN40.
The European standard EN 12767 – Passive Safety of Support Structures for Road Equipment evaluates two
parameters which categorize the support structures of road equipment which are: category of energy absorption
in case of vehicle impact and the level of safety for the occupants in the vehicle. This is achieved in a controlled
environment with defined conditions and the specified equipment using the prescribed procedures. (Prislan,
2012:4)
3.1 Energy absorption
The seriousness of the occupants’ injuries is a direct result of the impact into an obstacle on or at the roadside
such as a support structure and the speed of the vehicle involved. If we consider safety, such support structures
could be integrated in a way that they absorb or disperse the energy in a case of a vehicle impact. The prescribed
European standard creates a common base for testing of a vehicle crashing into support structures and or roadside
equipment. European standard has three categories of passive safety for support structures:
-- High energy absorbing (HE)
-- Low energy absorbing (LE)
-- Non-energy absorbing (NE)
The support structures that absorb the impact cause a decrease of initial kinetic energy and are thereby slowing
down the vehicle significantly and thus decrease the risk of a secondary impact .This secondary impact could involve
vehicles, pedestrians or any other objects in the immediate vicinity. Structures that do not absorb the impact, fully
allow the vehicle to proceed with lower speeds but still have the ability to cause damage. Such support structures
enable lower primary risk for the occupants but do however pose a bigger risk through secondary collisions into
obstacles in vicinity of the primary impact. (Prislan, 2012:5)
Table 2. Impact speed and criteria for the energy absorption classification (EN 12767, 2007:8)
Impact speed, vI
km/h

50

70

100

Exit speed, ve
km/h

Energy absorption category
HE (high)

ve = 0

0 ≤ ve ≤ 5

0 ≤ ve ≤50

LE (low)

0 < v e ≤5

5 < ve ≤ 30

50 < ve ≤ 70

NE (none)

5 < ve ≤ 50

30 < ve ≤70

70 < ve ≤ 100

The standard determines the category of energy absorption in relation to three different initial speeds and their
related exit speeds with their maximum and minimum limits. Support structures for which exists no request for
efficiency regarding the passive safety are marked with a category 0. The support structures which do not deform
in case of a vehicle impact or they deform just minimally, that is, all those where the complete energy of collision
overtakes the vehicle and the occupants, are not classified in the passive safety support structures at all. Such
support structure is, for example, a rigid lighting column. The consequences of a collision could me immense.
(Prislan, 2011:2)
3.2 Levels of occupant safety
There are four levels of occupant safety specified. Level 1, 2 and 3 – in this order – present an increase of
occupant safety which means lowering the effect of the impact into support structure. For these levels of safety a
test has to be performed:
-- at 35 km/h, to verify the sufficient functionality of support structures at low speed and
-- At speed classes of impact speed (50, 70 and 100 km/h) as given in a table no. 2.
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Level 4 includes a non-harmful support structures that are assumed to cause only minor damage. A simplified
test at a certain speed class should be done and the difference between impact speed and exit speed may not be
more than 3 km/h.
All tests must be done with light weight cars for the reason that the level of impact severity in respect to the
occupant safety in such type of cars is ensured. The test vehicle must be a standard passenger car with inertial mass
of 825 kg ± 40 kg, with maximum allowed ballast 100 kg, test dummy of 78 kg ± 5 kg and other characteristics
described in the article 6.2.1 of the mentioned standard. (Prislan, 2011:2)To determine the level of occupant safety
two parameters are used:
-- ASI (Acceleration Severity Index) and
-- THIV (Theoretical Head Impact Velocity) both in regard to the class of impact speed and the category of
energy absorption. The ASI and THIV are calculated in accordance with EN 1317-1.
For a given combination of the energy absorption category and occupant safety level, the ACI and THIV values,
rounded in accordance with 6.12, shall not exceed the maximum values specified in Table 3 for both the low impact
speed and the high impact speed tests. (Prislan, 2011:3)
Table 3. Criteria for the occupants safety levels (EN 12767, 2007:13)

Speeds
Energy absorption
categories

Occupant
safety level

Mandatory low speed
impact test - 35 km/h

Speed class impact tests
50, 70 and 100 km/h

Maximum values

Maximum values

ASI

THIV
km/h

ASI

THIV
km/h

HE

3

1,0

27

1,0

27

HE

2

1,0

27

1,2

33

HE

1

1,0

27

1,4

44

LE

3

1,0

27

1,0

27

LE

2

1,0

27

1,2

33

LE

1

1,0

27

1,4

44

NE

3

0,6

11

0,6

11

NE

2

1,0

27

1,0

27

NE

1

1,0

27

1,2

33

3.3 Example of passive safe lighting column
There are a few manufactures in EU who design and produce passive safe columns. One from Belgium had
developed and tested their lighting column according to EN 12767. They are ranked in the high energy absorbing
class of impact and they guarantee the highest occupants safety level. The reason that these columns reach the
highest safety for occupants and the highest absorption of energy lies in its innovative design and construction.
The cross section of this pole is nine angles and in the longitudinal direction is conical. It is made of steel plate. The
main differentiator of the pole is that it is constructed of pliable yet strong steel and is not welded but riveted. This
construction enables the column to be strong enough for functional use, this means that it can support the lamp or
other equipment, but at the same time, in case of a vehicle impact, it starts flattening gradually, so that it changes
shape from almost round into a ribbon which means that the crumpling of a column overtakes the impact force of
a vehicle.
These poles are not only extremely efficient and safe but they provide a possible advantage with regards to
economy. The prices are very similar to conventional poles. This by implication means that the community does not
need to pay more to bring passive road safety to an improved level. Taking into account that a big part of the public
lighting presents the expenses for the installation, lamps, maybe decorative elements, even the small differences
can not be an excuse to omit the use of the passive safe, high energy absorbing poles. This fact becomes even
more important specially considered at a State level because by preventing deaths, casualties and critical injuries
the health insurance road accident fund would generate significant savings thus lowering the burden on the State
budget and therefore assisting tax payers. (Prislan, 2012:6)
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Figure 2. Example of a CE certificate for the poles (“family” of the poles – from 6m to 12m) that meet the EN 12767
(Technical documentation ZIPpole, Safety Products, 2010)

rivets

Figure 3. Construction detail

Figure 4. Function principle – car impact flattens the pole
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4. CONCLUSION
It is almost symptomatically that the reaction of responsible persons in local communities when talking to them
about the passive safe roads and road equipment is retention. From one side is present the opinion that a “high
tech” equipment is reserved for the state highways and trunk roads only, from the other side it is expected that the
introduction of new equipment will demand additional investments for which financing potential source is still
unknown. Very often a lack of knowledge about the passive safe infrastructure is present which results in refusal of
implementation finding excuse in inaccurate regulatory documentation.
In the case of passive safe lighting columns it is worth to repeat that such columns have mechanical characteristics
comparable to conventional posts, which means that they comply with the EN 40. The fact that they comply also
with EN 12767 is just an additional feature which gives the possibility to diminish the consequences of potential car
crash. Very often it is meant that there is no need for passive safe columns in the local community. This is wrong.
Although speed limits are low it is well known that even the crashes at 50 km/h can have serious consequences not
to mention that very often accidents happen because the speed limit is not respected. Also, local community means
not only city but rural part as well where speed limits are higher than in an urban area and therefore impact speed
more severe. Considering the implementation of passive safe lighting columns the market situation already proved
that they need not to be more expensive than the ordinary ones or at least they do not increase the total value of a
public lighting projects significantly so there should be no place for a hesitation about to use them or not.
Every local community must be aware that most of the accidents, significantly with serious consequences,
happen on rural and urban roads and that lighting column is the second mostly hit object beside trees. Responsible
persons should be aware that saving one life means happiness for many people, that saving one life means saving
1,7 million Euro (according to ETSC estimation), that saving one life needs not to cost more than else and that for
saving one life one need not a special law that will allow him to do so.
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